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Installation Manual 
 
 
Installation Requirements 
 

License: 

This software requires a valid license file license_key.txt to be manually copied into the program directory in 
order to operate. You may obtain a license online from http://voip-manager.net. Each license allows you to 
install and use the software on one single Asterisk server instance only. Each additional server requires 
you to obtain an additional license. You may, however, install multiple phonebook instances on the same 
Asterisk server. 
 

Server: 

AsteriskNow V.1.7.x 
FreePBX 2.7.0, 2.8.x 
 
or any Asterisk Server with the following components: 
 
Apache Webserver  V.1.3 or V.2.x 
PHP V.4.3 or newer with Session Support 
Asterisk V.1.4.x, 1.6.x – Older versions not supported any more 
 

Client: 

Internet Explorer V.7, V.8 
Mozilla Firefox V.3.x 
Microsoft Pocket Internet Explorer V.4.0 
or other web browsers with Javasript and cookies enabled.  
 
 
Upgrading from a previous version of Phonebook 
 
Starting with version 2.1, all software upgrades are done via web browser in the Tools menu. All you have to 
do is point to the location of the new program ZIP file. Merging of your existing configuration is fully automat-
ic. It may be initially necessary to assign additional access rights to all files in the phonebook and phone-
book/images directories, so that the web server is able to overwrite these files. 
 
 
First time Installation on Asterisk Webserver 
 
Unpack the enclosed ZIP file into your Linux webserver document root. Depending on the flavor or distribu-
tion of Linux that you have, this may be one of the following directories: 
 
/var/www/html  (CentOS, AsteriskNow) 
/srv/www/htdocs (OpenSuse, SLES) 
/usr/local/apache2/htdocs 
/usr/local/apache/htdocs/ 
 
After unpacking the ZIP archive, there will be a subdirectory phonebook immediately below your document 
root directory. This is where all your phonebook program files are located. 



 
Asterisk Manager Interface 
 
Edit \etc\asterisk\manager.conf  and append the following lines, if not already present: 
 
[general] 
enabled=yes 
port=5038 
bindaddr=0.0.0.0 
 
[manager] 
secret = insecure 
deny=0.0.0.0/0.0.0.0 
permit=127.0.0.1/255.255.255.0 
read=system,call,log,verbose,command,agent,user 
write=system,call,log,verbose,command,agent,user 
 
Port and secret values may be changed, but they must match the settings in /phonebook/config.php. 
 
ionCube Loaders 
 
The ionCube library is required to run GEOTEK Phonebook. This library is included and will be loaded on-
the-fly.  However, we strongly suggest to pre-load the ionCube loaders.  
 
Copy the contents of the /ioncube subdirectory that has been previously unpacked during phonebook instal-
lation to /usr/local/ioncube/ or any other location convenient. Then edit the file /etc/php.ini and add the fol-
lowing line in the {PHP] section: 
 
zend_extension = /usr/local/ioncube/ioncube_loader_lin_5.2.so 
 
Be sure to substitute ioncube_loader_lin_5.2.so with the version matching your PHP version and restart 
Apache to activate these changes.  
 
If this does not work, try calling the following URL to diagnose the problem: 
 
http://<Your_Asterisk_Server_IP>/phonebook/ioncube/ioncube-loader-helper.php 
 
Additional troubleshooting tips can be found here: http://www.ioncube.com/loader_installation.php 
 
 
Note: 
The GEOTEK Phone Book package contains only a subset of all available IONcube modules. If you are us-
ing FreeBSD, NetBSD, OpenBSD, OS-X, Solaris or newer PHP versions, you must download the appropri-
ate loaders from http://www.ioncube.com/loaders.php. 



 
Phonebook Configuration 
 
Look for a file named config.php (previously: phonebook.ini) in the Phonebook program directory, open it 
with a text editor, such as vi or Notepad (if you have windows file access to this directory)  and change all 
entries that are relevant for your operating environment. Most entries need not be changed, especially if you 
kept the default settings that came with  Asterisk. The following items are most likely to be changed, howev-
er: 
 

language=en 

Default user interface language code ( en=English, de=German ). Users may override this setting in Tools 
menu. 

mgr_url="http://<my asterisk server>/admin/" 

This URL will be called when clicking on the manager menu item, for example the FreePBX management 
GUI. Replace this with the URL of your favorite management program.  
 

manager_port=5038 

This is the TCP/IP port used for the Asterisk management interface, usually 5038. This port number must be 
identical to the entry in /etc/Asterisk/manager.conf. 
 

manager_username=manager  

This is the Asterisk management authentification user name. Asterisk default: manager 
This name must be identical to the entry in /etc/Asterisk/manager.conf. 
 

manager_secret=insecure 

This is the Asterisk management authentification password. Asterisk default: insecure 
This password must be identical to the entry in /etc/Asterisk/manager.conf. 
 

cdr_path=/var/log/asterisk/cdr-csv/Master.csv  

This is the path to the Asterisk CDR-File where the Call Detail Records are stored. Your Apache /  PHP 
server needs read access rights for this file.  
 
dial_context=from-internal (AsteriskNow, FreePBX) 
dial_context=from-inside (PBX-Manager) 
dial_context=default  (Asterisk demo config) 
 
These are three examples for the Asterisk context where the GEOTEK Phonebook Dialer places all outgoing 
calls. You can find the correct context for your installation in the Asterisk configuration file 
/etc/Asterisk/extensions.conf or one of the included configuration files. 
 

no_conv_length=4 

Numbers up to this length are considered local extensions and will never be converted by adding the local 
adrea code. 
 

areacode=030 

You may want to include your area code here These digits will be automatically added to all outgoing lo-
cal telephone numbers while dialing, storing or importing phonebook entries. This ensures that all tele-
phone numbers are stored in a consistent format internally, even if you live in an area where you can omit 
dialing your local areacode. This also allows these numbers to be used for dialing via a VoIP provider. All 
VoIP provider require fully qualified telephone numbers, since unlike your local telephone company, they 
cannot know where you are calling from. 
 
The areacode will only be added if the given number is at least five digits long and does not start with one of 
the following prefixes: 



 
Note:  
If your PBX requires to dial a prefix number such as ’9’ for outside access, you should specify 
areacode=9 in order to be able to use the Click-to-Dial feature.  
 
 
prefix_reg=  Prefix used to explicitly dial local calls (usually left empty) 
prefix_nat=0  Prefix for national calls 
prefix_int=00  Prefix for international calls. Will also be used to replace a  leading “+”. 
prefix_ignore=  Numbers starting with these digits will also not be automatically altered. 
 

hide_self_calls=yes 

Hides all (dummy) dialer calls to self from the cdr connection list. When you use a dialing application to initi-
ate a call, the connection list will actually show two calls: one self call to your own extension, and after you 
pick up the phone, the actual call to the final destination. If you set this parameter to ‘yes’, theses first calls 
are hidden from the calling list, because they are not really meaningful. 
 

hide_cdr_numbers=85,86,0305673233 

You may put a series of numbers here, that should always be hidden from the CDR list. For example, you 
may want to suppress feature calls, such as check voicemail calls, as the corresponding CDR entries are of 
little value to users and tend to blow up the CDR list unnecessarily. Please note that this is just a display filter 
and Asterisk will still record each and every call!. 
 

answering_machine_mailbox=10 

This is the voice mailbox number of the central answering machine. A blank entry disables the display of the 
answering machine icon in all pages. 
 

modify_db=1 

By setting this value to 0, you can prohibit users from adding, updating or removing entries in the phone book 
database. In this case, only logged-in administrators are allowed to modify the database content. 
 

show_cdr=1 

0: The CDR list is disabled completely. This will also improve performance. 
 
1 Full Access (Default). The CDR list displays all incoming and outgoing calls. 
 
2 Privacy Mode. Only calls to and from the attached extension are displayed,  
 in addition to incoming calls that were not answered. This mode will be most useful 
 in larger installations where it would be confusing to show all calls, or if you wish not to 
 disclose called numbers between employees for privacy reasons. Logged in Adminstrators 
 will still have full access in this operating mode. 
 

user_auth=0 

0 No user authentication necessary 
1 Authentication required when attaching to extensions or mailboxes. 
 
This allows you to ensure voicemail privacy by requiring users to enter the Asterisk voicemail password 
when first attaching to an extension or a voice mailbox. The attachment status is associated with the brows-
er, so that they will not be forced to re-enter their passwords each time they restart their PC.Logged-in ad-
ministrators have full access to all extensions without having to enter any user passwords. 



 
These are the most important entries that you should check to get your GEOTEK Phonebook for Asterisk 
working properly. All other entries are optional and need only to be altered in special situations. See the 
comments beneath each parameter for an explanation. 
 
 
Installing Voicemail Access 
 
For the Voicemail Menu to function properly it is necessary to grant us linux file access rights to the voicemail 
directories. This can be done in several ways, but the recommended procedure is to copy the file 
asterisk_vmfix  from the phonebook directory to /usr/bin. Then open the file /etc/asterisk/voicemail.conf 
with a file editor of your choice, locate the section [general] and insert / edit the following line:  
 
externnotify=/usr/bin/asterisk_vmfix.  
 
Be sure to remove the leading semicolon in this line! Without these modifications the Voicemail menu will 
most likely show no mailboxes at all or display error messages. 
 
Important:  
Asterisk needs to be restarted for these changes to become effective. In addition, you will not be able to view 
any mailbox until Asterisk has generated at least one new voicemail message! 
  
 
Auto-Archiving Asterisk CDR logs 
 
Asterisk call detail log files can become quite large, up to the point where they may occupy all free space on 
your asterisk server, causing it to crash very badly. In addition, there must be a mechanism to limit the cdr 
data to a manageable size, otherwise the phonebook’s performance would continuously decrease, if not to 
fail completely, as the log files grow.  
 
We have therefore included an auto archiving mechanism in GEOTEK phonebook that works as follows: 
When the Asterisk CDR database size exceeds the maximum size specified with the cdr_maxsize parame-
ter in config.php, the database is stored as a compressed archive file, for example as: 
/var//log/asterisk/cdr-csv/cdr_2010_07_02_16.gz  with a file name indicating the creation date. At the 
same time this cdr database is copied to a single cdr history buffer and the original Asterisk CDR database is 
deleted. In the CDR view of GEOTEK phonebook you will always see the current Asterisk CDR entries plus 
the contents of our history buffer. This ensures that the displayed CDR list is never empty, as it would be the 
case with classical log rotation schemes. 
 
Important: 
For archiving to work correctly, you must ensure that the Webserver has full read/write access privileges to 
the CDR directory shown above: 
 
If you prefer another log rotation scheme or manual archiving, you may disable this function by setting 
cdr_maxsize=0, but it is then your responsibility to avoid running into memory and performance limits. 
 
Be sure to set the memory_limit from the default of  8 MB to at least 20 MB in /etc/php.ini to avoid running 
into PHP memory problems as the CDR file size grows. The currently needed PHP memory can be viewed in 
the Tools menu. 



 
 
Showing callers by name on all telephone displays (optional) 
 
With AsteriskNow or FreePBX this can be done simply via web interface:: 
 

• Create a CID Lookup Source of type “internal” and  name it “Asterisk”  
• Select “Asterisk” as the CID lookup source in all inbound routes. 

 
If you use another management GUI, check your documentation on how to enable this feature.  
 
In manual Asterisk installations without any Management GUI you will have to modify the file 
/etc/asterisk/extensions.conf. Look for the incoming context from-outside and replace the following line: 
 
exten => _X.,1,Goto(from-outside-redir,${EXTEN},1) 
 
with these two lines: 
 
exten => _X,1,Set(CALLERID(name)=${DB(cidname/${CALLERID(num)})}) 
exten => _X,2,Goto(from-outside-redir,${EXTEN},1) 
 
Your incoming context may not be from-outside but default or incoming and the line above will be differ-
ent. In this case all you have to to is to include an extra line similar to the first one above, where variable 
CALLERID(name) is being set. 
 
Be sure to update the priority numbers on all subsequent lines so that no equal priorities exist. 
 
 
Automatic Call Acceptance (optional) 
 
Normally, if you place a call through GEOTEK dialer, your phone will ring. Not before you pick up the hand-
set or press a special call acceptance key on your telephone will the call be actually attempted.  
 
If you want to make dialer calls without even touching your telephone, you have to take some additional 
steps, which are outlined in the following examples for SIP telephones from snom and with the example 
scripts from PBX Manager.  
 
First you should make sure that your Asterisk system is assigned a globally unique domain name (realm). 
You do not need to register this name anywhere, but it should be unique for your company and descriptive. 
In the Configuration Editor menu of PBX Manager edit the file /etc/asterisk/sip.conf and make an entry 
similar to the following: 
 
[general] 
realm=geotek.de 
 
Replace geotek.de with the realm you choose for your location. Go to the Scripts Menu and locate the script 
tl-stdexten (or any other user extension script), clone it and give it a descriptive name, such as 
g_stdexten_autoanswer. Replace the script content with the following Asterisk command lines: 
 
exten => s,1,SetVar(DIALED_NUMBER=${MACRO_EXTEN}) 
exten => s,2,GotoIf($["${auto-answer}" != "yes"]?6) 
exten => s,3,SIPAddHeader(Call-Info:<sip:geotek.de>\;answer-after=0) 
exten => s,4,Set(_ALERT_INFO=info=alert-autoanswer) 
exten => s,5,dial(SIP/${DIALED_NUMBER}) 
exten => s,6,Macro(tl-stdexten-base,${ARG1},${ARG2},30,rt) 
 
 
Again, replace geotek.de with your realm as chosen before. If you don´t use PBX Manager you must add at 
least the SIPAddHeader line from above into your outgoing context.  
 
Got to Extensions menu and select the newly created script for all those telephones that should receive this 
new dialing feature. 



 
Now start your web browser, enter the management IP address of your snom phone,  
locate Auto Answer Indication under  Setup / Preferences and set it to On. Then go to Setup / Advanced 
and set Enable Intercom to On. 
 
Note:  
This advanced telephone feature is not yet included in the standard SIP command set. Therefore every tele-
phone manufacturer may chose other, proprietary extensions to implement it, if it is supported at all. If you 
want to use this features with other phones you should ask the manufacturer for the SIP commands needed 
for automatic call acceptance and embed these commands similar to the way we have shown it for snom 
phones. 
 
If you use the snom configuration shown above, you are still able to manually accept or reject normal 
incoming calls. Only calls initiated by the GEOTEK Phonebook Dialer are automatically accepted!. 
 
If you use the GEOTEK dialer to call up another internal phone that also has this automatic call acceptance 
enabled,  this phone will answer your call automatically. You can use this as an intercom feature. This 
may impose a privacy risk, however. You are able to hear what people are talking at the remote site and 
even though there is a short beep and the display shows an active call, these people may not be aware of 
the tact that you are able to listen to them. 
 
 
CSV Import- / Export Format 
 
The import and export functions in the tools menu use the standard csv file format. A csv file is basically a 
plain text file with one line per database entry. The first line is special as it contains the database field names 
instead of data values. Field values are enclosed with double quotes and separated with a semicolon. This 
separation character may be changed by altering the csv_separator value in config.php. Character coding 
is UTF-8. A sample csv file with three telephone numbers looks like this: 
 
"cid";"cidname" 
"01728714277";"Dennis Meier" 
"01732345903";"Diana Braunschweig" 
"01734973343";"Helmut Tucholsky" 
 
 
Configuring the Answering Machine (optional) 
 
This is how to get it to work in FreePBX: 
 

• In the “Day Night Control” menu of FreePBX create a Day/Night Code with index number “0” 
• Define in Asterisk one of the configured voice mailboxes as your central answering machine mailbox, 

for example mailbox 100, You can do this by creating a virtual extension 100 
• Set the Phonebook Config variable: answering_machine_mailbox=100 
• Place the following lines into /etc/asterisk/extensions_custom.conf 

 
[from-pstn-custom] 
exten => _XX.,1,Macro(amstatus) 
 
[macro-amstatus] 
; Read GEOTEK Phonebook Answering Machine Status: "" = Normal Day Mode 
exten => s,1,Set(GLOBAL(AMSTATUS)=${DB(config/amstatus)}) 
exten => s,2,Set(INDEX=0) 
exten => s,3,GotoIf($["${AMSTATUS}"!=""]?night) 
exten => s,4(day),Set(DB(DAYNIGHT/C${INDEX})=DAY) 
exten => s,5,Set(DEVICE_STATE(Custom:DAYNIGHT${INDEX})=NOT_INUSE) 
exten => s,6,Goto(end) 
exten => s,7(night),Set(DB(DAYNIGHT/C${INDEX})=NIGHT) 
exten => s,8,Set(DEVICE_STATE(Custom:DAYNIGHT${INDEX})=INUSE) 
exten => s,9(end),Set(DAYNIGHTMODE=${DB(DAYNIGHT/C${INDEX})}) 
 



You are now able to monitor and control the FreePBX Day /Night status directly from any Phonebook web 
interface by toggling the phone symbol at the upper right. 
 
And his is how it works:  
 
If you switch on the answering machine in Phonebook, the Asterisk Database Variable config/amstatus is 
set to a string value corresponding to the central mailbox extension number (100). When switched off, this 
variable will contain an empty string value.  
 
Our script is called on all incoming calls. Depending on the answering machine state selected in GEOTEK 
phonebook the global Asterisk Variable AMSTATUS and the DAYNIGHT database variable are set accord-
ingly. DAYNIGHT is used by FreePBX internally to differentiate between day and night mode.  
 
With these explanations you should manage to make this functionality work in other environments as well. 
 



 
Starting GEOTEK Phonebook 
 
Open the web browser of your choice and enter the following URL: 
 
http://<my_Asterisk_Server>/phonebook/index.php 
 
If everything is working correctly, your web browser should display the main phonebook page similar to the 
following: 
 

 



 
Troubleshooting 
 

Licensing and System Errors 311, 312 

Check http://<Server-IP>/phonebook/phpinfo.php for a valid session.save_path entry. If empty, locate 
the file /etc/php5/apache2/php.ini and remove the starting semicolon from the following line:  
session.save_path = "/tmp".  
The exact location is not important, but it must be set and writeable by Apache. For the change to become 
effective, Apache must be restarted.  (/etc/init.d/apache2 restart) 
 

Webbrowser timeout 

Are the URL and IP Address correct?  
Try to ping this IP Address. Are you getting a response? 
Is the webserver started? 
Check if the Linux firewall is blocking http traffic. 
Try shutting off your webbrowser proxy to see if he can´t resolve the local Asterisk server. 
 

Distorted or scrambled Phonebook display 

Point your webbrowser to http://<Asterisk_Server_IP_Address>/phonebook/phpinfo.php to see if PHP is 
properly installed and functioning. PHP is required for phonebook operation. 
 

Phonebook does not remember my own extension 

Check to see if your webbrowser accepts cookies from the Asterisk webserver. Cookies are required to re-
member parameters across browser sessions. 
 

Phonebook uses up more user licenses than expected 

Check to see if one of the webbrowsers is misconfigured to reject cookies. In this case Phonebook is not 
able to recognize the user and may consume an new license upon each click. Unused licenses will automati-
cally be released after some inactivity period. 
 

Phonebook Buttons not working correctly 

This may be caused by cookie-encryption as done by the suhosin module. This php extension is installed by 
default in some linux distributions, such as openSUSE 10.2. Cookie Encryption has the undesired side effect 
of not being able to access our cookies from Javascript, so you must either deinstall suhosin or put the fol-
lowing line into php.ini: 
suhosin.cookie.encrypt=off 
 

Search strings and current telephone number are lost when changing phonebook windows 

The so called Session support of Apache / PHP is either not installed or not working properly. You can check 
with: http://<Asterisk_Server_IP_Address>/phonebook/phpinfo.php if session support is available. 
 

Call Details List is empty 

Verify in config.php that the file path to the cdr file of Asterisk is correct. The default location is: 
cdr_path=/var/log/asterisk/cdr-csv/Master.csv. Ensure that Apache / PHP have read access rights to this 
directory. The same thing can happen, if you installed GEOTEK phonebook on a different server than Aster-
isk. In this case you may try to mount the remote cdr-csv directory so that PHP can access it locally. 
 
Verity that the Asterisk Default File /etc/asterisk/cdr.conf is present and contains the following lines: 

 
[csv] 
usegmtime=no ; log date/time in GMT.  Default is "no" 
loguniqueid=no ; log uniqueid.  Default is "no" 
loguserfield=no ; log user field.  Default is "no" 

 



Any changes need a complete Asterisk restart to become effective. Check with the CLI command “cdr show 
status” that CDR logging is enabled and that “csv” is listed under “Registered Backends” 
 

Umlauts and non-ASCII-characters are not shown correctly 

If you imported names via csv, be sure to use UTF-8 encoding. 
Also make sure your Webserver does not override the HTTP character set to another than UTF-8. 
 

Voicemail Menu not working 

Most likely we do not have proper file access rights to the Asterisk voicemail files. See “Installing Voicemail 
Access” to solve this issue. 
 

No sound in Firefox 

While Internet Explorer has built-in support for playing wav-soundfiles, Firefos / Mozilla needs an audio 
plugin. Download and install the Apple Quicktime Mediaplayer that automatically updates your webbrowser. 
http://www.apple.com/quicktime/download/standalone.html 
 

Strange menu and display behaviour, Empty browser page 

This may occur if the webserver runs out of memory as the CDR database has grown too large. See the Au-
to Archiving CDR Logs section for a solution. 
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